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Abstract

In 1976 Berry created a very simple model describing artificial night sky bright-

ness due to light emitted by cities. He used several assumptions and simplifica-

tions, due to which, map calculated with this model does not properly describes

the night sky brightness. Especially, this is the case for highly urbanized areas.

We used Berry’s idea, but we changed some assumptions and used very different

input data. As in Berry’s approach, we focused on total sky brightness and did

not analyze spectral properties of artificial light emission. Resultant map has

a resolution of 100 meters, and so far it is the most detailed map of night sky

brightness. Moreover we included the shadowing effect, which is very impor-

tant on mountainous areas. Map is calculated for Poland and for several other

places in Europe. We also describe the comparison between calculated values

and measurements for different areas in Europe. Also we present comparison

between our approach and the new world atlas of artificial night sky brightness.
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1. Introduction

Model of light pollution is a tool to obtain map of night sky brightness

over certain areas. Instead of using direct measurements, which has theirs
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limitations, one can take into account light sources and predict the observed

brightness. However, such modeling is always an approximation. Models must

be calculable for current computers and they have to take into account effects,

about which we do not have full information, e.g. current state of an atmo-

sphere. Therefore, models always have some assumptions and simplifications.

One of the first models is a model introduced in 1976 by Berry [1]. He used

a very simple formula to calculate the artificial brightness at zenith caused by

a city of given population and in given distance. One of the assumptions was

that cities are the only sources of light. Moreover, light sources are assumed to

be point-like. Light contribution from a city is assumed to be proportional to

a square root of the population. Propagation of light through an atmosphere

is also simplified. Atmosphere is assumed to be homogeneous and light goes

directly form the light source to the zenith above an observed. Part of the light

beam is also subjected to single scattering. Berry used his approach to calculate

map of artificial night sky brightness over Ontario in Canada. His map was in

8-km resolution.

Next models try to describe the physical situation of light propagation in

more details. Moreover, the input data has changed from population data to

satellite data when these became available. Cinzano [2] used data describing the

irradiance at the top of an atmosphere collected with the US Air Force Defense

Meteorological Satellite System (DMSP) Operational Linescan System (OLS).

The approach was similiar to one used by Garstang [6]. Only recently Falchi

presented the new world atlas of artificial night sky brightness (WA) calculated

using the new high-resolution satellite data and precise sky brightness measure-

ments [4]. The input data are from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer

Suite (VIIRS) Day/Night Band (DNB) detector Suomi National Polar-orbiting

Partnership (NPP) satellite. Spatial resolution of this input data is 742 me-

ters per pixel. Moreover, the quality of the data compared to the previously

used data set is improved. Preparation of the map was done following the [3]

approach.

Very first models were not demanding in terms of computational power, but
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faced problems with creating maps of sufficient resolution and with realistic

values. On the other hand, detailed models are more realistic and resolution

is much better, but require high computational power, which limits its usage.

Also there are several assumptions about physical conditions that are a weak

point of all models, e.g state of an atmosphere.

In this paper we present our approach which combines very simple model

with high-resolution urbanization data. For the base model we used the one

proposed by Berry. First attempt was already described in [7], when we re-

calibrated the model and used it to create the map of night sky brightness over

Poland. However, the resultant map faced several problems, i.e. brightness in

city centers was underestimated and it did not take into account the shadowing

effect, which is an important factor in hilly and mountainous areas. In this

paper we present how we solved these problems and improved significantly our

approach. We also present created software dedicated for calculation of night

sky brightness over a given area. Night sky brightness was calculated for selected

parts of Europe, which we used to compare our results with the new world atlas

of artificial night sky brightness [4].

In Sec. 2 we present in details our approach: used data set, model and the

method. In Sec. 3 we present calculated map and discuss how it fits to the

measurements. In Sec. 4 we compare our map with the World Atlas (WA) and

discuss differences. Summary and conclusions are collected in Sec. 5.

2. Method and data

2.1. Overview

In a nutshell, our approach combines very simple Berry’s model with high-

resolution urbanization data, the Global Human Settlement Layer. Berry’s

model is semi-empirical formula presented in Eq. 1:

B(D) = a
√
P

(
U

D2 + h2
+

V√
D2 + h2

)
e−k
√
D2+h2

, (1)

where:
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B is a brightness at zenith in S10 units

a is a luminosity constant

U, V are constants determined in a semi-empirical way to fit observations

D is a distance from the light source to the observer

h is height of a thin layer from which light is scattered down towards the ob-

server

k is absorption parameter.

The GHSL is a raster map in 100-meter resolution, mapping the urbanization

with values from 0 to 1, where 1 means complete built-up area and 0 means

no artificial surface. The GHSL data are presented in Fig. 1. The detailed

description of the model, used data set and combining the GHSL data with the

Berry’s model are already presented in [7].

2.2. The shadowing effect

In this approach we included the shadowing effect. This effect is very impor-

tant in hilly and mountainous areas. In the hilly terrain, emission from some of

light sources is not reaching the point above an observer, because it is cut off

by the terrain. As a result, less light reaches the zenith above an observer and

is scattered down towards him. Therefore, the night sky brightness is lower,

than it would be if some of the light sources is not in the shade of the terrain

structures.

In order to implement the shadowing effect we used the Digital Elevation

Model for Europe (EU-DEM), which is a digital surface model. The spatial

resolution is 1 arcsec, which is approximately 30 meters. The projection used

is EPSG: 3035. The EU-DEM is a result of the work in Copernicus program3,

for which we refer the reader to find detailed information about the EU-DEM,

3http://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/satellite-derived-products/eu-dem/view
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Figure 1: Full dataset of the Global Human Settlement Layer. In the top right corner the zoom

for Warsaw is presented. The GHSL value is color coded and indicated in the legend in the

left top corner, with 0 values meaning no urbanization and 1 value meaning full urbanization.
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Figure 2: Digital Elevation Model for Poland. Elevation in meters is color-coded.

its development and validation. Example of the EU-DEM data for Poland is

presented in Fig. 2.

The shadowing effect was implemented in the following way: using the infor-

mation about terrain heights, we calculated emission from which light sources do

not reach zenith at a given position, because of the obstacles (e.g. mountains).

Only emission from other light sources is included in beam reaching zenith at

the given position.

2.3. Calculation of the map

Because we significantly changed the input data, we had to recalibrate the

model, i.e. redefine constants present in the model (a,U,V,h,k in Eq. 1). For

this purpose we used sky brightness measurements. We used the same observa-

tions as in previous work [7] collected by the author (HN). For the calibration

we used genetic algorithms method. Our tool to calibrate model is based on
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Parameter Berry (1976) Netzel & Netzel (2016) This analysis

a 50 2.5 2.37583

U [km2] 2.59 2.55 5.96033

V [km] 0.08 0 0.02625

h [km] 2.4 1.3 1.13661

k [km−1] 0.026 0.031 0.03875

Table 1: Five constants present in Berry’s model as determined by Berry (1976), Netzel &

Netzel (2016) and in this study.

GALib library4. Chromosomes represent the parameters of Berry’s model and

a fitness function is an error of sky brightness estimation. Parameters of a ge-

netic algorithm are as follows: 100 populations, 100 chromosomes, probability

of crossover is 0.9 and probability of mutation - 0.1. In Tab. 1 we present val-

ues of parameters of Berry’s model determined by different studies: in original

Berry’s model, determined in the previous work [7] and in this approach.

For the calculation of the map we used basic idea presented in [7]. We treated

each cell of the GHSL layer as a ’city’ in Berry’s model. We applied formula

introduced by Berry and presented in Eq. 1. Total brightness in zenith is the

sum of contributions from all cells in selected radius. For the calculations we

used 30 km radius, and 50 km radius for more populated and elongated areas,

i.e. Berlin. To this sum we added a constant value of natural sky brightness

and converted it to widely used units of mag arcsec−1. In order to include the

shadowing effect in the model, we used the EU-DEM data.

For the calculation of the map we used dedicated tool darksky written by the

author (PN). Technical description of prepared software and manual is available

at the same Internet address as the software5. The usage of this tool is presented

in Fig. 3. Default values of the five parameters are set to these determined in

our analysis, however they can be changed by the user. Also, any data set can

4http://lancet.mit.edu/ga/
5http : //pawel.netzel.pl/index.php?id = software#a darksky
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Figure 3: Darksky program dedicated to for night sky brightness calculations. Calculations

are based on Berry’s model.

be used instead of the GHSL. Including DEM data in the model is optional.

User can set also the radius, from which light contributions are included and

and vertical and spatial resolution. By default these values are set to 30 km,

1 m, and 100 m, accordingly. Darksky allows calculation using multiple CPU

threads.

Hardware used for calculations is Dell Power Edge with two Xeon 3.1 GHz,

256 GB RAM. Calculations were performed using 14 threads.

3. Results

The resultant map of night sky brightness over Poland is shown in Fig. 4.

The values of night sky brightness are presented in mag arcsec−2 units and

color-coded. The brightest areas are white and yellow. Darkest areas are blue

and black. Values of night sky brightness for Poland range from 18.1 mag

arcsec−2 to 21.7 mag arcsec−2.

The resolution of the map is 100 meters. Therefore the map consist of

70 999 074 cells, with 8158 rows and 8703 columns. We calculated two versions

of the map: one with the shadowing effect and one without. Time of calculations
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Figure 4: Resultant map of night sky brightness over Poland. Brightness is color-coded with

white being the brightest sky and black being the darkest sky.
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Figure 5: Map of night sky brightness over Warsaw. Brightness is color-coded with white

being the brightest sky and black being the darkest sky.

are 2 h 15 m and 29 h 10 m for map without and with shadowing effect accord-

ingly. Differences between two versions of the map will be discussed further in

the paper.

Due to high resolution, structures of night sky brightness are very well visi-

ble. In Fig. 5 we present the zoom for Warsaw. City center is very bright and

reaches values of 18 mag arcsec−2. Careful investigation of the center allows to

see the slightly darker stripe in the middle, which corresponds to the position of

Vistula river. Resolution of the map allows to distinguish neighboring villages

and cities, which have complex and realistic shapes. Also light emission from

roads between the cities is nicely reproduced.

In Fig. 6 we present the fit of measurements to the calculated brightness.

Green points show directly measured values of night sky brightness. These are

the same measurements as used for the calibration of the model. Red line shows
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Figure 6: Comparison of the calculated and measured values of night sky brightness for the

vicinity of Wroclaw. Blue columns show the value of the GHSL data. Green points directly

measured values of night sky brightness. These data were used also for calibration of the

model. Red line shows values from the resultant map.
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Figure 7: Zoom for mountainous region in Poland. Panel A and B shows night sky brightness

in mag arcsec−2. Panel C shows difference between panels A and B. In panel D we plotted

DEM data for the same region. Red line shows the profile analyzed in details.

the model. With blue columns in the bottom of the figure we present the GHSL

data values. Wroclaw, the biggest city in this area, is clearly visible. Outside

Wroclaw there are few smaller cities with smaller extent. The GHSL values

are very well reflected by the model. Lower values of sky brightness correlate

with cities and villages. Due to fine resolution of the map, we can also observe

small structures. For example, the dip in the brightness close to the center of

Wroclaw. Measured values of night sky brightness fit very well the calculated

values. The root mean squared error is 0.2662.

3.1. Shadowing effect

We calculated map of night sky brightness of Poland including the shadowing

effect. In Fig. 7 we present the zoom for mountainous region in the south of

Poland. In panel A of Fig. 7 is the map night sky brightness without including
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Figure 8: Profile which is marked in panel D of Fig. 7. The top panel of this figure shows sky

brightness in mag arcse−2 for model with and without shadowing effect plotted with blue

and red line accordingly. The middle panel shows DEM data. Houses correspond to positions

of urbanization areas. In the bottom panel we plotted the GHSL data.

shadowing effect. In the map in panel B we included shadowing effect. Night

sky brightness is color coded. Black and blue regions are darkest. dark blue

region is larger in the map in panel B. Also there appeared black region at the

border of the map, which means that the sky is slightly darker in the map in

panel B. In panel C of Fig. 7 we present the difference between panels A and

B. Lower value of this difference, means that sky is darker in panel B than in

panel A. The biggest differences are correlated with the dark blue region which

appeared in panel B and black stripe at the border. In panel D of Fig. 7 we

present the terrain elevation for the same region of Poland. Red line marks the

profile which we investigated. Half of this profile covers flat terrain and half

covers the mountains.

In Fig. 8 we present the profile corresponding to red line in panel D of Fig. 7.

Bottom panel shows the GHSL values along the profile. Middle panel shows the

DEM values. Size of the house in the middle panel roughly corresponds to

urbanization level. The top panel shows the night sky brightness for model
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with and without shadowing, plotted with blue and red line accordingly. Half

of the profile is located in rather flat terrain. No big differences are visible

in night sky brightness. In the half of profile covering mountains we observe

difference between two models. Model including shadowing effect gives higher

values of night sky brightness, i.e. night sky is darker, because light emission

from nearby cities is cut off by the landforms between the observing point and

position of light sources.

4. Comparison with the world atlas of artificial night sky brightness

Very important part of testing a model is to compare it with other field

measurements. Since the GHSL data allow us to compute model of night sky

brightness for Europe, we want to test the map for different parts of Europe

with different types of urbanization. Moreover, we compared our results with

the world atlas of artificial night sky brightness [5] using measurements, which

were not used in calibration of any of the models.

For this purpose we used data collected in a Loss of the Night web service6.

This service provides a crowd-sourced database for night sky brightness mea-

surements collected by citizens. Data are collected in the database since 2006

using four methods. One of them, that we chose for the analysis, are data

collected with the SQM. Altogether there are almost 10 000 measurements col-

lected with SQM since 2007 from different parts of the world. The only criterion

used to choose sites for comparison was the number of measurements at the site.

In Poland the biggest number of measurements is available for Toruń. Another

chosen place is Ourense in Spain. The biggest number of observation is available

for Berlin in Germany, so this was also used to test the models. We are aware of

the fact that quality of crowd-sourced data is lesser then regular measurements.

Despite the fact that quality is not perfect, the data can be used as a reference

to compare two models - the World Atlas and modified Berry’s model.

6http : //www.myskyatnight.com/#about
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Figure 9: Comparison between our model and the world atlas of artificial night sky brightness

[4] based on measurements of night sky brightness from the Loss of the Night database for

Toruń in Poland. Measured values are on horizontal axis, calculated values are on vertical

axis. Data corresponding to our model are plotted with blue dots, these corresponding to the

world atlas are plotted with red asterisks. Black solid line corresponds to exactly the same

values on both axes.
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Figure 10: Maps for Toruń in Poland. Panel A shows night sky brightness in mag/arcsec2

calculated with our model. Panel B - night sky brightness according to world atlas of artificial

night sky brightness. Panel C - difference between the world atlas and our model (brighter

color means sky brightness of our model greater than sky brightness of WA). Panel D - the

Global Human Settlement Layer.

Also our map is in mag arcsec−2 units and includes natural sky brightness.

Data from the world atlas [5] describe artificial zenith luminance in mcd/m2

units. We added natural sky brightness and converted values to mag arcsec−2

corresponding to values measured with SQM using the following formula7

SQM = −2.5 log10

(
X

10.8× 107

)
,

where X is adopted value of natural sky brightness. In this comparison we used

value 26.65 mag arcsec−2 corresponding to 0.236 mcd/m2 (C. Kyba, private

communication).

4.1. Toruń, Poland

Toruń is a city in Poland for which we have the most numerous measurements

in the Loss of the Night web service. In Fig. 9 we present the comparison between

7http://lossofthenight.blogspot.com/2017/01/converting-world-atlas-floating-point.html
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measured and calculated values of night sky brightness. Values from our map

are plotted with blue dots. Values from the world atlas are plotted with red

asterisks. Black solid line corresponds to exactly the same values. At the first

glimpse, we can see large scatter for both models. This is due to the fact,

that observations used from the web service are crowd-source data. Besides the

strong scatter, calculated values nicely follow measured values. There are no

significant deviations from the black solid line, except for one point, for which

measured value is 19 mag/arcsec2 and calculated value is 20.25 mag/arcsec2.

The mean squared error is 0.09 and 0.05 for our map and world atlas accordingly.

The errors are in the same order of magnitude and there is no big difference

between them.

In Fig. 10 we present maps for Toruń to compare both models and the GHSL

for this region (see description of Fig. 10).

4.2. Ourense, Spain

Ourense is a city in Spain which is also nicely covered by the SQM measure-

ments in the web service. In Fig. 11 we present comparison between our model

and world atlas based on these measurements. Again, we observe significant

scatter, which is what we expected using this type of data. Calculated values

do not follow very well observed values. Models fit the darker part of the sky,

from around 20 mag/arcsec2. For brighter sky we observe significant devia-

tion. Interestingly, both models face similar problem for brighter sky, and they

underestimate the brightness. Due to this large deviations, the mean squared

error have values 5.98 and 6.23 for our model and world atlas accordingly. Error

is slightly larger for the world atlas due to the five biggest outliers. However,

errors for both models are have the same order of magnitudes.

In Fig. 12 we present maps for Ourense to compare both models and the

GHSL for this region (see description of Fig. 12).

4.3. Berlin, Germany

Berlin is the biggest city in Germany. It is not only highly populated, but

also has large area and is surrounded by other cities. Interestingly, both models
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Figure 11: Comparison between our model and the world atlas of artificial night sky brightness

[4] based on measurements of night sky brightness from the Loss of the Night database for

Ourense in Spain. Measured values are on horizontal axis, calculated values are on vertical

axis. Data corresponding to our model are plotted with blue dots, these corresponding to the

world atlas are plotted with red asterisks. Black solid line corresponds to exactly the same

values on both axes.
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Figure 12: Maps for Ourense in Spain. Panel A shows night sky brightness in mag/arcsec2

calculated with our model. Panel B - night sky brightness according to world atlas of artificial

night sky brightness. Panel C - difference between the world atlas and our model (brighter

color means sky brightness of our model greater than sky brightness of WA). Panel D - the

Global Human Settlement Layer.

face similar problems in this region. In Fig. 13 we present comparison between

both models and measurements. Calculated values mostly do not fit observa-

tions. Only the darkest part of this region, with sky darker than around 18.6

mag/arcsec2, is reproduced sufficiently by the data on world atlas. The brighter

sky is not reproduced by any of the model. Measured values are as low as 16

mag/arcsec2, whereas we do not observe calculated values to be brighter than

18 mag/arcsec2. The mean squared error is 0.39 and 0.47 for our model and

the world atlas accordingly. Again, errors are in the same order of magnitude

and there is no significant difference between them.

In Fig. 14 we present maps for Berlin to compare both models and the GHSL

for this region (see description of Fig. 14).

4.4. Statistical analysis

We performed statistical analysis to check whether both models and mea-

surements are significantly different. We used three tests: t-Student test for
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Figure 13: Comparison between our model and the world atlas of artificial night sky brightness

[4] based on measurements of night sky brightness from the Loss of the Night database for

Berlin in Germany. Measured values are on horizontal axis, calculated values are on vertical

axis. Data corresponding to our model are plotted with blue dots, these corresponding to the

world atlas are plotted with red asterisks. Black solid line corresponds to exactly the same

values on both axes.
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Figure 14: Maps for Berlin in Germany. Panel A shows night sky brightness in mag/arcsec2

calculated with our model. Panel B - night sky brightness according to world atlas of artificial

night sky brightness. Panel C - difference between the world atlas and our model (brighter

color means sky brightness of our model greater than sky brightness of WA). Panel D - the

Global Human Settlement Layer.

average difference, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and correlation test. We adopted

level of significance to be 0.01 for all tests. Calculated statistics are significantly

different and lead to different conclusions when we include Berlin in the cal-

culation than if we use only Toruń and Ourense. If Berlin is included, then

based on both statistical tests, both models are significantly different from each

other and significantly differ from measurements. This is not surprising when

looking at Fig. 13. Measurements cover much larger range of brightness than

both models. Since both models face difficulties in the Berlin area we decided

to perform statistical analysis based only on Toruń and Ourense data. Total

number of data for both areas is 152.

In t-Student test we checked whether average differences between our model

and measurements, World Atlas (WA) and measurements, and both models are

significantly different from zero. Based on the test we confirmed that all average

differences are substantially different from zero. We used Kolmogorov-Smirnov
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measurements/WA measurements/model WA/model

1.8353 1.8353 1.6059

Table 2: Statistic λ in Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

measurements WA model

measurements 1.0

WA 0.44565 1.0

model 0.49440 0.91182 1.0

Table 3: Correlation matrix.

test to check differences between distributions of our model and measurements,

World Atlas and measurements, and both models. For adopted level of sig-

nificance, the critical value of λ statistic is 1.627. Calculated λ statistics are

presented in Tab. 2. Statistics λ for both models versus measurements are larger

than critical value. That leads to conclusion that both models do not represent

well measurements. Within the adopted significance level, statistic λ for both

models is below the critical value. Hence, we cannot conclude that both models

are different.

We checked also correlations between the data. Correlation matrix is pre-

sented in Tab. 3. All correlation values are significantly greater than zero. The

largest correlation is between World Atlas and our model. Correlations of both

models with measurements are below 0.5. Correlation with measurements is

slightly bigger for our model than for World Atlas.

Based on investigated statistics, we conclude that both models have similar

problems with representing observed values of night sky brightness. Results from

the tests support our supposition based on Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 that models work

in a similar way.

5. Summary and conclusions

We used and significantly improved the model presented by Berry [1] and

then used in our previous work [7]. Model was used with different input data and
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recalibrated using genetic algorithms. Interestingly, in the previous analysis [7],

the value of V parameter, corresponding to contribution of light pollution from

distant cities, was zero. In this analysis, the V parameter is no longer zero, but

has value 0.02625 km. There is no big change of a, h and k parameters between

calibration conducted in previous and this research. The value of U parameter

increased over two times comparing to what was determined in the previous

work.

For the first time, we included in this simple model the shadowing effect. Im-

plementation of the effect is very simple, however, it resulted in increased time

of calculations. For Poland the time of calculation is around 2 hours without

including the shadowing effect and 29 hours if we include this effect. However,

differences in night sky brightness generated by two models are observable only

in mountainous regions, which is small fraction of total area of Poland. There-

fore, sky brightness in flat areas can be calculated without including shadowing

effect with good results. The significance of shadowing effect and its influence

on the model will be the topic of future research.

We compared our map with the new World Atlas of artificial night sky

brightness by [4] for three parts of Europe: Toruń in Poland, Ourense in Spain

and Berlin in Germany. These sites were chosen only because of the number of

measurements available. For comparison we used crowd-source measurements

of night sky brightness collected with SQM. For selected sites both models

reproduce observed values with similar exactness. Interestingly, both models

face similar problems in highly urbanized areas like Berlin. Bright sky in this

region is not reproduced by any map. Values of mean squared error have the

same order of magnitude, therefore we conclude that both are equally correct in

predicting the night sky brightness for investigated areas. However, our model

is calculable in significantly shorter amount of time and using smaller computer

resources.

The map of night sky brightness presented in this work is available at the

adress: darksky.netzel.pl. The map is interactive and allows to obtain values of

night sky brightness by clicking at interesting point. Screen shot of the service
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Figure 15: Web service (darksky.netzel.pl) with the interactive map of night sky brightness

obtained using approach presented here. Software used for calculation is accessible also from

this site.

is presented in Fig. 15. The software used for calculations is available at the

adress: http : //pawel.netzel.pl/index.php?id = software#a darksky. Both

executable files and source codes are available.
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